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1. Complex Coefficient IIR Digital Filters – Basic Theory 

1.1 Introduction  
Interest in complex signal processing goes back quite some time: in 1960 Helstrom 
(Helstrom, 1960) and Woodward (Woodward, 1960) used the complex envelope 
presentation to solve problems with signal detection, as did Bello (Bello, 1963), who used it 
to describe time-invariant linear channels. A number of publications at that time also 
considered complex signal processing but on a purely theoretical basis. The concept of 
digital filters with complex coefficients, which will be also referred to as complex filters, was 
developed by Crystal and Ehrman (Crystal & Ehrman, 1968). This work in fact marks the 
beginning of interest in complex filters and is one of the most often-cited publications. It 
demonstrated the increased effectiveness of complex signal processing compared to real 
signal processing and focused the attention of researchers on that new area of science. This 
area subsequently progressed well, especially in telecommunications, where the complex 
representation of signals is very useful as it allows the simple interpretation and realization 
of quite complicated processing tasks, such as modulation, sampling and quantization.  
Digital filters with complex coefficients have attracted great interest, owing to their 
advantages when processing both real and complex signals. As they have both real and 
imaginary inputs and outputs, the signals they process have to be likewise separated into 
real and imaginary parts in order to be represented as complex signals. Complex filters have 
been of theoretical interest for a long time but have only been the subject of intensive 
experimental investigation over the past two decades, thanks to the rapid development of 
technology. They have many areas of application, one of the most important being modern 
telecommunications, which very often uses narrowband signals which are complex in 
nature (Martin, 2003). Digital complex filters are used to generate SSB (Single Side Band) 
narrowband signals, typically employed in many wireless telecommunication devices, e.g. 
SSB transmitters and receivers, complex -modulators, trans-multiplexors, radio-receivers, 
mobile terminals etc. These devices employ processes such as complex modulation, filtering, 
mixing, speech analysis and synthesis, and adaptive filtering. Complex filtering is also 
preferred when DFT (Discrete Fourier Transform) is carried out, as it is a linear combination 
of complex components. This type of processing is required for high-speed wireless 
standards. Many of the research problems associated with complex digital filtering have 
been successfully solved but scientific and technological advances challenge researchers 
with new problems or require new and better solutions to existing problems. 
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In this chapter we examine IIR (Infinite Impulse Response) digital filters only. They are 
more difficult to synthesize but are more efficient and selective than FIR (Finite Impulse 
Response) filters. In general, the choice between FIR and IIR digital filters affects both the 
filter design process and the implementation of the filter. FIR filters are sufficient for most 
filtering applications, due to their two main advantages: an exact linear phase response and 
permanent stability.  

 
1.2 Complex Signals and Complex Filters – an Overview 
A complex signal is usually depicted by: 
 

           tjXtXAetjtAtX IR
tj

CC
C  sincos  (1) 

 
where “R” and “I” indicate real and imaginary components. The spectrum of the complex 
signal X(t) is in the positive frequency C, while that of the real one XR(t) is in the frequencies 
C and - C.  
There are two well-known approaches to the complex representation of the signals – by 
inphase and quadrature components, and using the concept of analytical representation. 
These approaches differ in the way the imaginary part of the complex signal is formed. The 
first approach can be regarded as a low-frequency envelope modulation using a complex 
carrier signal. In the frequency domain this means linear translation of the spectrum by a 
step of C. Thus, a narrowband signal with the frequency of C can be represented as an 
envelope (the real part of the complex signal – XR(t)), multiplied by a complex exponent 

tj Ce  , named cissoid (Crystal & Ehrman, 1968) or complexoid (Martin, 2003) (Fig. 1). 
 

 

XR(t) X(t)=XR(t)ej
ct=XR(t)[cos(Ct)+jsin(Ct)] 

ejct  
Fig. 1. Complex representation of a narrowband signal. 
 
Analytical representation is the second basic approach to displaying complex signals. The 
negative frequency components are simply reduced to zero and a complex signal named 
analytic is formed. The real signal and its Hilbert transform are respectively the real and 
imaginary parts of the analytic signal, which occupies half of the real signal frequency band 
while its real and imaginary components have the same amplitude and 90 phase-shift. 
Analytic signals are, for example, the multiplexed OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency Division 
Multiplexing) symbols in wireless communication systems. 
Complex signals are easily processed by complex circuits, in which complex coefficient 
digital filters play a special role. In contrast to real coefficient filters, their magnitude 
responses are not symmetric with respect to the zero frequency. A bandpass (BP) complex 
filter, which is arithmetically symmetric with regards to its central frequency, can be derived 
by linear translation with a step  of the magnitude response of a real lowpass (LP) filter 
(Crystal & Ehrman, 1968). This is equivalent to applying the substitution: 

 

 

    sincos jzezz 1j11  (2) 

 
to the real transfer function (also called real-prototype transfer function) thus obtaining the 
analytical expression of the complex transfer function:   
 

          zjHzHzHzH IRComplex
jzz

alRe

11     sincos . (3) 

 
HComplex (z) is a transfer function with complex coefficients and with the same order of N as the 
real prototype HReal (z), while its real and imaginary parts HR(z) and HI(z) are of doubled 
order 2N real coefficient transfer functions. When HReal (z) is an LP transfer function then 
HR(z) and HI(z) are of BP type. For a highpass (HP) real prototype transfer function we get 
HR(z) and HI(z), respectively of BP and bandstop (BS) types.  
The substitution (2) is also termed “pole rotation” because it rotates the poles of the real 
transfer function to an angle of  both clockwise and anti-clockwise, simultaneously 
doubling their number (Fig. 2).   
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Fig. 2. Pole rotation of a first-order real transfer function after applying the substitution (2). 
 
Starting with: 
 
      zXzHzY Complex   (4) 
 
and supposing that the quantities in (4) are complex, they can be represented by their real 
and imaginary parts: 
 
                  .zjHzHzH;zjXzXzX;zjYzYzY IRComplexIRIR   (5) 
 
Then the equation (4) becomes: 
 

 
                            ,zXzHzXzHjzXzHzXzH

zjXzXzjHzHzY

IRRIIIRR
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and its real and imaginary parts respectively are: 
 
                    zXzHzXzHzY;zXzHzXzHzY IRRIIIIRRR  . (7) 

 
According to the equations (7), the block-diagram of a complex filter will be as shown in 
Fig. 3. 
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HI(z) 

HR(z) 

input R 
XR(z) 

YI(z) 

+

+

output R 
YR(z) 

output I 
XI(z) 

input I  
Fig. 3. Block-diagram of a complex filter. 
 
The synthesis of a complex filter is an important procedure because its sensitivity is 
influenced by the derived realization. A non-canonic complex filter realization will be 
obtained if HR(z) and HI(z) are synthesised individually. 
The process of synthesising the complex filter can be better understood by examining a 
particular filter realization – a real LP first-order filter section (Fig. 4a) with transfer 
function:  
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The complex transfer function obtained after the substitution (2) is applied to the real 
transfer function (8) is: 
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The separation of its real and imaginary parts produces: 
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Fig. 4. Realization of (а) real LP first-order filter section; (b) direct-form complex BP filter 
section; (c) complex BP filter (Watanabe-Nishihara method). 
 
The difference equation  corresponding to the transfer function (9) is: 
 

 
                        .1sin1cos1sin1cos

1sin1cos1sin1cos

11

11 


nyanyanxnxnxj
nyanyanxnxnxnjyny

RIRII

IRIRRIR  (11) 

 
Direct realization of (11) leads to the structure depicted in Fig. 4b. Obviously the realization 
is canonic only with respect to the delays. The direct realization of complex filters is studied 
in some publications (Sim, 1987) although the sensitivity is not minimized.  
 
One of the best methods for the realization of complex structures is offered by Watanabe 
and Nishihara (Watanabe & Nishihara, 1991). The structure of the real prototype is doubled, 
for the real input and output as well as for the imaginary input and output (Fig. 5). Bearing 
in mind that processed signals are complex, after applying the complex transformation (2) 
the signals after each delay unit are described as: 
 

    .cossin;sincos 11  
IRIIRR AAzBAAzB  (12) 

 
Applying the Watanabe-Nishihara method to the real LP first-order filter section in Fig. 4a, 
the complex filter shown in Fig. 4c is derived.  
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Fig. 5. Complex structure realized by Watanabe and Nishihara method. 
 
The Watanabe-Nishihara method is universally applicable to any real structure, the complex 
structure obtained being canonic with respect to the multipliers and delay units if the sin- 
and cosin-multipliers are not counted. Moreover, the number of identical circuit 
transformations performed and the number of multipliers in the real filter-prototype are the 
same.  
A special class of filters, named orthogonal complex filters, is derived (Sim, 1987) (Watanabe & 
Nishihara, 1991) (Nie et al., 1993), when  is exactly equal to /2 in the complex 
transformation (2): 
 

 


  
2

sin
2

cos11 jzz  or jzz  . (13) 

 
These filters are used for narrowband signal processing. Obtained after the orthogonal 
transformation (13) is applied, the orthogonal complex transfer function H(-jz) has 
alternately-changing coefficients, i.e. real and imaginary. The magnitude response of an 
orthogonal complex filter is symmetric with respect to the central frequency c, which is 
exactly 1/4 of the real filter’s sampling frequencys. 

 
1.3 Sensitivity Considerations  
Digital filters are prone to problems from two main sources of error. The first is known as 
transfer function sensitivity with respect to coefficients and refers to the quantization of 
multiplier coefficients, which changes the transfer function carried out by the filter. The 
second source of error is roundoff noise due to finite arithmetical operations, which degrades 
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the digital filter output. These errors have been extensively 
discussed in the literature.  
 

 

In this chapter normalized (classical or Bode) sensitivity is used to estimate how the changes 
of a given multiplier coefficient  influence the magnitude response of the structure: 
 

      


 jH
jH

S jH .  (14) 

 

The overall sensitivity to all multiplier coefficients is evaluated using the worst-case 
sensitivity 
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or the Schoefler sensitivity (SS), defined as WS but with quadratic addends (Proakis & 
Manolakis, 2006): 

     2 
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Minimization of sensitivity is a well-studied problem but the method that is most widely 
used by researchers is sensitivity minimization by coefficient conversion. In this chapter we use 
Nishihara’s coefficient conversion approach (Nishihara, 1980). 
The sensitivity of magnitude, phase response, group-delay etc. is a function of frequency. 
This has to be taken into account when different digital structures are compared to each 
other because the sensitivity may differ in the different frequency bands. An indirect 
criterion for the sensitivity of a transfer function in a particular frequency band is the pole-
location density in the corresponding area of the unit circle for a given word-length.  
Frequency-dependent sensitivities allow different digital filter realizations to be compared 
to each other in a wide frequency range. For this reason, magnitude sensitivity function (14) 
and worst-case sensitivity (15) will mainly be considered in this work. 

 
2. Orthogonal Complex IIR Digital Filters – Synthesis  
and Sensitivity Investigations 

2.1 Introductory Considerations 
The synthesis of orthogonal complex low-sensitivity canonic first- and second-order digital 
filter sections allows an efficient orthogonal cascade filter to be achieved. Such a filter can be 
developed using the method of approximation and design given in (Stoyanov et al., 1997). 
The procedure is simple in the case of arithmetically symmetric BP/BS specifications and 
consists of the following steps:  

1. Shift the specifications along the frequency axis until the zero frequency becomes 
central for them.  

2. Apply any possible LP or HP (for BS specifications) approximation, which produces 
the transfer function in a factored form.  

3. Select or develop low-sensitivity canonic first- and second-order LP/HP filter sections.  

4. Apply the circuit transform (13) 11   jzz  to obtain the orthogonal sections, which 
are used to form the desired orthogonal complex BP/BS cascade realization.  
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The procedure becomes a lot more difficult in the case of non-symmetric specifications. 
There are, however, methods of solving the problems but at the price of quite complicated 
mathematics and transformations (Takahashi et. al., 1992) (Martin, 2005). 
The last two steps in the above-described procedure are discussed here. Some low-
sensitivity canonic first- and second-order orthogonal complex BP/BS digital filter sections 
are developed and their low sensitivities are experimentally demonstrated.  
The Watanabe-Nishihara method (Watanabe & Nishihara, 1991) is selected to develop new 
sections. According to this method, it is expected that the sensitivity properties of the proto-
type circuit will be inherited by the orthogonal circuit obtained after the transformation. 
Starting from that expectation, we apply the following strategy: first select or develop very 
low-sensitivity LP/HP prototypes for a given pole-position and then apply the orthogonal 
circuit transformation to derive the orthogonal complex BP/BS digital filter sections.  
The selection of LP/HP first- and second-order real prototype-sections requires the 
following criteria to be met: 

- The circuits must have canonic structures; 
- The magnitude response must be unity for DC (in the case of LP transfer 

functions), likewise for fs/2 (in the case of HP transfer functions), thus providing 
zero magnitude sensitivity; 

- The sensitivity must be minimized; 
- Prototype sections must be free of limit cycles 

 
2.2 Low-Sensitivity Orthogonal Complex IIR First- Order Filter Sections 
In order to derive a narrowband orthogonal complex BP filter, a narrowband LP real filter-
prototype must be used. When the orthogonal substitution is applied to an HP real 
prototype, the orthogonal complex filter will have both BP and BS outputs. The most 
advantageous approach is to employ a universal real digital filter section, which 
simultaneously realizes both LP and HP transfer functions.  
After a comprehensive search, we selected the best two universal first-order real filter-
prototype structures that meet the above-listed requirements. They are: MHNS-section (Mitra 
et al., 1990-a) and a low-sensitivity LS1b-structure (Fig. 6a) (Topalov & Stoyanov, 1990).  
When the Watanabe-Nishihara orthogonal circuit transformation is applied to the real filter-
prototypes, the orthogonal complex LS1b (Fig. 6b) and MHNS filter structures are obtained 
(Stoyanov et al., 1996).  
After the orthogonal circuit transform (13) is applied to the LP real transfer function (18)  zHLP

bLS1  the resulting orthogonal complex transfer function  jzH LPbLS 1  has complex 
coefficients, which are alternating real and imaginary numbers. Being a complex transfer 
function, it can be represented by its real and imaginary parts, which are of double order 
and are real coefficients: 
 
       zjHzHjzH I

LPbLS
R

LPbLSLPbLS   111 . (17) 
 
Because the real prototype section is universal, i.e. has simultaneous LP and HP outputs, the 
orthogonal structure has two inputs – real and imaginary, and four outputs – two real (R1 
and R2) and two imaginary (I1 and I2). Thus there are eight realized transfer functions, in 
the form of four pairs: the two parts of each pair are identical to each other and also equal to 

 

the real and imaginary parts of the LP- and HP-based orthogonal transfer functions - 
(20)(23). Only (22) is of BS type, the rest are BP. The central frequency of an orthogonal 
filter C is constant and is a quarter of the sampling frequency s.  
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Fig. 6. LS1b orthogonal complex section derivation (Watanabe-Nishihara transformation). 
 

The same approach, when applied to the MHNS real filter-prototype section, produces the 
orthogonal complex MHNS structure (Stoyanov et al., 1996). 
Fig. 7a depicts the worst-case gain-sensitivities for the same pole positions in LS1b and 
MHNS universal real filter-prototypes. It is apparent that the LS1b real section shows 
around a hundred times lower sensitivity than the MHNS real structure in almost the entire 
frequency range – from 0 to s/2. The LS1b-section realizes unity gain on both its outputs, it 
is canonic with respect to the multipliers and exhibits very low sensitivity in the important 
applications of narrowband LP and wideband HP filters.  
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Fig. 6. LS1b orthogonal complex section derivation (Watanabe-Nishihara transformation). 
 

The same approach, when applied to the MHNS real filter-prototype section, produces the 
orthogonal complex MHNS structure (Stoyanov et al., 1996). 
Fig. 7a depicts the worst-case gain-sensitivities for the same pole positions in LS1b and 
MHNS universal real filter-prototypes. It is apparent that the LS1b real section shows 
around a hundred times lower sensitivity than the MHNS real structure in almost the entire 
frequency range – from 0 to s/2. The LS1b-section realizes unity gain on both its outputs, it 
is canonic with respect to the multipliers and exhibits very low sensitivity in the important 
applications of narrowband LP and wideband HP filters.  
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Fig. 7. Worst-case sensitivities for the LS1b and MHNS filters (a) real –prototypes (LP 
outputs); (b) orthogonal structures for real input – real output BP transfer functions. 
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Fig. 8. Magnitude responses of the LS1b (a) and MHNS (b) orthogonal complex filter 
sections for different word-lengths. 
 

 

For the same poles (=0.99 and =0.005), the worst-case sensitivity is also investigated for 
the orthogonal complex structures. In Fig. 7b graphical results for the BP transfer 
functions  zH R

LPbLS 1  and  zH R
LPMHNS  are presented. The sensitivity of the LP LS1b-based 

orthogonal section is approximately a hundred times lower over the whole frequency range. 
Hence, in terms of sensitivity, the orthogonal structures have the same behaviour pattern as 
their real filter-prototypes.  
Some experimental results of the magnitude responses following the quantization of  and 
multipliers are shown in Fig. 8. Canonic Sign-Digit Code (CSDC) is used, together with 
fixed point arithmetic. Narrowband BP and BS orthogonal complex filters are investigated 
for poles close to the unit circle (p1,2=j0.99). The magnitude response of the LS1b orthogonal 
complex filter does not deteriorate but coincides with the ideal when the word-length is 4, 
or even 3, bits (Fig. 8a). The MHNS orthogonal structure (Fig. 8b) is more sensitive, and its 
magnitude response changes significantly, for both 3-bit and 4-bit word-lengths. The pass-
band expands while the attenuation in the stop-bands decreases. Hence, the low-sensitivity 
structure LS1b is a better choice for applications involving analytic signal processing.  

 
2.3. Low-Sensitivity Orthogonal Complex Second-Order IIR Filter Sections 
In the odd-order cascade filter structures there is one first-order section, the rest being 
second-order. These sections may have higher sensitivity than the first-order sections and 
can be more seriously affected by parasitic effects - the limit cycles and quantization noises 
can completely disrupt the filtering process. This is why the second-order filter sections are 
better investigated and a large number of sections already exists. 
A very low-sensitivity second-order orthogonal complex filter section, named LS2, is 
derived and comparatively investigated (Stoyanov et. al., 1997), (Stoyanov et al., 1996). This 
structure, obtained after the Watanabe-Nishihara circuit transformation is applied to the LS2 
real filter-prototype (Fig. 9a), is shown in Fig. 9b. All the transfer functions of the LS2 
orthogonal section are of BP type except for (28), which are BS. 
The orthogonal complex LS2 filter section is compared with two other often-studied second-
order orthogonal complex sections: DF-section (Direct Form) (Eswaran et al., 1991) and MN-
section (Minimum Norm) (Nie et al., 1993). Both real filter-prototypes and orthogonal 
complex filters are investigated, when realizing the same poles of the transfer function, in 
(Stoyanov et. al., 1997), (Stoyanov et al., 1996). 
In Fig. 10a the worst-case gain-sensitivities for the real prototypes are depicted. The results 
convincingly show that the sensitivity of the LS2 real filter section is thousands of times 
lower than the sensitivity of the other two real sections. The LS2 section is canonic with 
respect to the multipliers but a higher number of adders is the price for its very low 
sensitivity.  
In Fig. 10b the worst-case gain-sensitivities of the BP transfer functions when real input and 
real output are used for the three orthogonal structures are shown. It is clearly seen that the 
LS2 orthogonal section has a tenfold lower sensitivity compared to the MN and DF 
orthogonal structures, while using more than three times fewer multipliers. The same 
results were also obtained for the other transfer functions (Stoyanov et. al., 1997). 
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Fig. 9. Orthogonal complex LS2 second-order filter section derivation. 
 
It is clear from Fig. 10a and 10b that the orthogonal structures inherit the sensitivity of their 
real filter-prototypes and that the shapes of the worst-case sensitivity curves are transferred 
from the prototypes to the orthogonal structures, becoming symmetric around the 
frequency  s/4. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 10. Worst-case sensitivities for the DF, MN and LS2 filters (a) real –prototypes (LP 
outputs); (b) orthogonal structures for real input – real output BP transfer functions. 
 
The effect of the coefficient quantization on the magnitude responses is experimentally 
investigated and some of the results for the three orthogonal structures are shown in Fig. 11. 

  
(a) 

  
(b) 
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real filter-prototypes and that the shapes of the worst-case sensitivity curves are transferred 
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Fig. 10. Worst-case sensitivities for the DF, MN and LS2 filters (a) real –prototypes (LP 
outputs); (b) orthogonal structures for real input – real output BP transfer functions. 
 
The effect of the coefficient quantization on the magnitude responses is experimentally 
investigated and some of the results for the three orthogonal structures are shown in Fig. 11. 
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(c) 

Fig. 11. Magnitude responses of the second-order orthogonal filter sections for different 
word-lengths (a) DF; (b) MN; (c) LS2. 
 
It can be seen that the LS2 orthogonal structure has a magnitude response almost coinciding 
with the ideal one, even when the word-length is reduced to only 3 bits (Fig. 11c), whilst the 
DF-structure magnitude response is considerably changed when the word-length is 4 bits 
and deteriorates completely when the quantization is 3 bits (Fig. 11a). Similar behaviour is 
observed also in the MN-orthogonal filter section (Fig. 11b). 
The low-sensitivity orthogonal complex first- and second-order sections presented in this 
section can be used as building blocks for a higher order cascade digital filter design. Their 
low sensitivities also ensure the low sensitivity of the cascade filter structure. Low 
sensitivity reduces the effect of the possible mismatch between the real and imaginary 
channels of the complex filter, which may have a crucial effect on the circuit performance. 
Low-sensitivity orthogonal sections are very useful in analytic signal processing applica-
tions, permitting a considerable reduction in both the complexity and cost of the equipment.  

 
3. Variable Complex IIR Digital Filters 

3.1 Overview 
Variable digital filters (VDF) with independently tunable central frequency c and 
bandwidth (BW) are needed for many applications such as digital audio and video 
processing, medical electronics, radar systems, wireless communications etc. An overview 
of all the main approaches to the designed structures of FIR and IIR digital filters is set out 
in (Stoyanov & Kawamata, 1997).  
Complex coefficient VDFs provide additional advantages in processing both real and 
complex signals, which are frequently encountered in telecommunications.  
Real and complex VDFs are usually designed by employing the all-pass Constantinides 
transformations, consisting of the replacement of all delay elements in the LP filter-
prototype with different all-pass sections. However, when the prototype is of IIR type it is 
difficult to avoid producing delay-free loops. The best-known method partly solving the 
problem is that of Mitra, Nevuvo and Roivainen (MNR-method) (Mitra et al., 1990-b), based 
on parallel all-pass real or complex structures and employing truncated Taylor series 
expansions of the filter coefficients to calculate them after the all-pass transformations. The 

 

method is good for real digital filters but in the case of complex filters there are two series 
truncations and, as a result, a tuning of the BW without degradation of the magnitude 
characteristics is possible only over a very narrow frequency band. The other main 
disadvantage of the method is the high stop-band sensitivity, which causes additional 
degradation of the filter characteristics. There is yet another approach (Murakoshi et al., 1994), 
based on a circuit transformation proposed in (Watanabe & Nishihara, 1991), which is able to 
turn any real circuit into a complex one. Using some new transformations, variable complex 
BP/BS filters with tunable BW, but with one cut-off frequency remaining fixed, are obtained. 
The variable BP filter in (Murakoshi et al., 1994) employs too many elements and there are 
limitations in respect of the BW and requirements for fixing one of the pass-band edges.  
This section examines a method of designing complex variable filters with independently 
tunable central frequency and BW, which has a wider range of tuning of the BW and lower 
stop-band sensitivity than those in (Mitra et al., 1990-b) and reduced complexity and higher 
freedom of tuning compared to those in (Murakoshi et al., 1994). 

 
3.2 Variable Complex Filter Design Procedure Outline 
For any given specifications or more general requirements for the desired complex BP or BS 
filter, the design procedure consists of the following steps (Stoyanov & Nikolova, 1999):  

1. Shift the given BP or BS arithmetically symmetric magnitude specifications along the 
frequency axes until the zero frequency coincides with the central frequency c of the 
specifications, thus turning them into LP or HP type.  

2. Apply any possible approximation - classical or more general. As a result an LP or HP 
real coefficient transfer function is obtained. 

3. Factor the transfer function to second-order (and possibly one first-order) terms and 
design the corresponding LP/HP first and second-order filter sections. For each section apply 
the Constantinides LP to LP spectral transformation: 
 

 )(
1 1

1
1 zT

z
zz 

 
 . (30) 

 
This produces a composite multiplier coefficient ̂  that is a function of  and makes the 

BW variable.  
4. Expand the composite multipliers ̂  into Taylor series and take only the linear terms, 

thereby ensuring that the BW variable real LP / HP digital filters will not contain delay-free 
loops. 

5. Using complex transformation (2)    sincos111 jzezz j  or the circuit 
transformation (Watanabe & Nishihara, 1991) applied to the designed real filter sections, 
obtain the complex coefficient structures with variable central frequency c changed 
independently of  .  
The proposed design procedure produces no delay-free loops, even if only one Taylor series 
truncation is used. The method permits the design of BP/BS filters of any even order and 
any possible approximation can be applied. It is also free from BW limitations and from the 
requirement to fix some of the pass-band edge frequencies encountered in some other 
design methods.  
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This produces a composite multiplier coefficient ̂  that is a function of  and makes the 

BW variable.  
4. Expand the composite multipliers ̂  into Taylor series and take only the linear terms, 

thereby ensuring that the BW variable real LP / HP digital filters will not contain delay-free 
loops. 

5. Using complex transformation (2)    sincos111 jzezz j  or the circuit 
transformation (Watanabe & Nishihara, 1991) applied to the designed real filter sections, 
obtain the complex coefficient structures with variable central frequency c changed 
independently of  .  
The proposed design procedure produces no delay-free loops, even if only one Taylor series 
truncation is used. The method permits the design of BP/BS filters of any even order and 
any possible approximation can be applied. It is also free from BW limitations and from the 
requirement to fix some of the pass-band edge frequencies encountered in some other 
design methods.  
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3.3 High Tuning Accuracy Variable Complex Digital Filters Sections 
The Constantinides LP to LP spectral transformation (30), applied on LS1b universal section’s 
LP (18) and HP (19) real transfer functions, transforms them into BW-variable real transfer 
functions: 
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The composite multiplier ̂  (Fig. 12) is expanded into a Taylor series and only the linear terms 
are taken: 
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The BW can be tuned to some extent by changing  ( <0 - wider BW;  >0 - narrower BW). 
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Fig. 12. Composite multiplier ̂  tuning the BW.  
 
The complex transformation (2) is applied on BW-variable real LP and HP transfer functions 
(31), thus obtaining the complex coefficient transfer functions, variable in regard to the central 
frequency c, tuned by changing . For the variable complex LS1b digital filter structure 
(Fig. 13) the variable transfer functions are:  
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All of these are of BP type except (35), which are of BS type. The variable complex LS1b 
digital filter performance is verified by extensive simulations. Fig. 14 shows how the central 
frequency c of narrowband ( = 0.98) variable complex BP (33) and BS (35) transfer functions 
are tuned by changing . It is obvious that C can be tuned without any limitations over the 
entire frequency range. 
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Fig. 13. Variable complex LS1b digital filter structure. 
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Fig. 14. Magnitude responses of variable BP (a) and BS (b) variable complex LS1b section for 
different values of  and fixed =0. 
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Fig. 15. Magnitude responses of variable BP (a) and BS (b) variable complex LS1b section for 
different values of  and fixed =/3. 
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Fig. 14. Magnitude responses of variable BP (a) and BS (b) variable complex LS1b section for 
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Fig. 15. Magnitude responses of variable BP (a) and BS (b) variable complex LS1b section for 
different values of  and fixed =/3. 
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In Fig. 15 the tuning of the BW of the same LS1b by changing  is demonstrated. 
 
In Fig. 16 the behaviour of the complex LS1b and MHNS variable digital filters in a limited 
wordlength is compared. It is clear that the characteristics of the MHNS-based complex filter 
are changed considerably after the multiplier coefficients’ truncation to 4 or 3 bits while 
those of the LS1b-based complex filter remain practically unchanged. This is due to the very 
low sensitivity inherited from the LS1b prototype. 
 

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Fig. 16. Magnitude responses of the variable complex BP LS1b and MHNS for different 
coefficients word-length and BW tuned (=7/10). 
 
The improved design method proposed in this section is also applicable to real second-order 
filter sections – the LS2 (Fig. 9a) and DF (Eswaran et al., 1991). The variable complex LS2 
structure is shown in Fig. 17 and the transfer functions that it realizes are: 
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where A=cos , C=sin ,  baB ˆˆ25,0  , and  
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Composite multipliers â  and b̂  have analytical expressions, analogous to (32). The 
coefficient  changes the central frequency c, while the BW is changed by  (the composite 
multipliers â  and b̂ are functions of ).  
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Fig. 17. Variable complex second-order LS2 digital filter section. 
 
Fig. 18 and Fig. 19 show experimental results in regard to the tuning abilities of the BP (37) 
and BS (39) transfer functions. 
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Fig. 17. Variable complex second-order LS2 digital filter section. 
 
Fig. 18 and Fig. 19 show experimental results in regard to the tuning abilities of the BP (37) 
and BS (39) transfer functions. 
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(а) (b) 

Fig. 18. Magnitude responses of variable BP (a) and BS (b) complex LS2 section for different 
values of  (central frequency tuning) and fixed =0. 
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Fig. 19. Magnitude responses of variable BP (a) and BS (b) complex LS2 section for different 
values of  (BW tuning) and fixed  =/3. 
 
Variable complex LS2 and DF digital filter structures are compared for different word-
lengths of the coefficients and the experimental results are depicted in Fig. 20. 
The graphics in Fig. 20 show that the low-sensitivity LS2 variable complex section is 
undoubtedly superior to the DF section when the coefficients are quantized. 
The variable complex DF filter does not preserve the magnitude shape either when the BW 
is made wider or when it is narrower. In addition, the DF-attenuation in the pass-band 
increases two-fold for a word-length of 3 bits (Fig. 20b,d) whilst in the LS2 structure it 
remains unchanged throughout the whole frequency range. 
 

 

  
(a) (b)  

  
(c) (d)  

Fig. 20. Magnitude responses of the variable complex BP LS2 and DF for different 
coefficients word-length and BW tuned (=7/10). 

 
3.4 Design Example and Experiments 
To demonstrate the advantages of the proposed improved method for designing variable 
complex filters, a design example will be displayed (Stoyanov & Nikolova, 1999). Two 
eighth-order variable complex filters will be compared to each other – an LS2-based cascade 
structure and an MNR-method-based all-pass structure (Mitra et. al., 1990-b).  
The required specification is as follows: a variable complex BP filter with pass-band tuned 
from 0.04 to 0.16 (nominal value 0.1), intermediate band 0.06, Rp = 2 dB, Rs = 40 dB and 
central frequency c tuned over the entire frequency range 0  1. Following the procedure 
given in section 3.2, and using a Chebyshev approximation, a fourth-order LP transfer 
function is obtained. It is presented as a cascade realization consisting of two second-order 
terms. Worst-case sensitivities of the LP second-order LS2-based and parallel all-pass 
structure are examined and the results are depicted in Fig. 21. It is obvious that the LS2-
section has about 50 times lower sensitivity in the pass-band than the all-pass structure. On 
the other hand, in the stop-band the parallel all-pass structure shows lower sensitivity.  
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Fig. 21. Worst-case sensitivity of second-order LS2 and all-pass real digital filter sections. 
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Fig. 22. Magnitude responses of the variable complex BP eighth-order LS2-based and MNR-
based filters – BW tuning (a,b – for /4) and central frequency tuning (c,d – for =0). 
 
Then, a variable complex filter using two sections identical to the one in Fig. 17 is designed 
and the eighth-order BP filter thus obtained is simulated. The results for the BW tuning are 

 

shown in Fig. 22a, while those for central frequency tuning are in Fig. 22c. Next, a complex 
all-pass sections based variable filter, following the MNR-method, was designed and the 
results from the simulation for the BW and central frequency tuning are shown in Fig. 22b 
and Fig. 22d respectively. It can be seen that, while the BW of the LS2 filter is tuned without 
problem over a frequency range much wider than required, the MNR filter turns from a 
Chebyshev into a kind of elliptic when tuned. The possibilities of tuning in a narrowing 
direction are very limited (tuning after >0.2 is actually impossible) and the shape of the 
magnitude varies strongly during the tuning process. As far as the central frequency tuning 
is concerned, no problems were observed for either filter - as is apparent from Fig. 22c, d. 
The behaviour of both filters in a limited word-length environment is also investigated and 
some results are shown in Fig. 23.  
 

    
(а) (b) 

Fig. 23. Magnitude responses of the variable complex BP eighth-order LS2-based (a) and 
MNR-based (b) filters for different coefficients word-length (=0.15; /4). 
 
While the LS2-based filter behaves well with 3-bits word-length, the magnitude response of 
the MNR-filter is strongly degraded even with 6-bit words, due to the higher sensitivity of the 
LP-prototype (Fig. 21) and the double usage of Taylor series truncation. Despite the lower 
sensitivity of the real all-pass structure in the stop-band (Fig. 21), the magnitude response of 
the obtained MNR-variable complex filter is completely degraded even for stop-band 
frequencies (Fig. 23b and Fig. 23b). The explanation lies in the imperfection of the MNR-
method with respect to the variable complex filter design.  
The complex coefficient variable BP and BS filters designed using the improved method 
examined in this section have a BW and central frequency which can be independently tuned 
with high accuracy. The possible BW tuning range is wider compared to that of the other 
known methods. The filter sections used have lower sensitivity and thus are less susceptible to 
the inaccuracies due to series truncations. The accuracy of tuning is higher and it is possible to 
use coefficients with a shorter word-length, thereby decreasing the power consumption and 
the volume of computations for both the filtering and updating of the coefficients. Similar 
results are obtained for other efficient IIR digital filter structures based on sensitivity 
minimization design, such as efficient multiplierless realizations and fractional-delay filters 
(Stoyanov et al., 2007). 
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4. Adaptive Complex Systems 

4.1 Outline and Applications 
FIR digital filter structures are usually preferred as the building blocks in adaptive systems, 
including complex ones, due to their absolute stability; however the use of IIR filters is 
increasing, owing to their definite advantages. A number of IIR adaptive complex filters 
were put forward as possible solutions to the problems typically encountered in many 
telecommunications applications dealing with the detection, tracking and suppression / 
elimination of complex signals embedded in noise. Wideband wireless communication 
systems are very sensitive to narrowband interference (NBI), which can even prevent the 
system operating (Giorgetti et al., 2005). For NBI suppression in quadrature phase shift 
keying (QPSK) spread-spectrum communication systems, an adaptive complex notch filter 
is used (Jiang et al., 2002).  
Discrete multi-tone (DMT) modulation systems, such as DMT VDSL, are very sensitive to 
radio-frequency interference (RFI) and RFI-suppression has been discussed in many works, 
such as (Starr et al., 2003) (Yaohui et al., 2001). OFDM is the other leading technology for 
many broadband communication systems, such as MB-OFDM ultra wideband systems 
(UWB). As a result of NBI, signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) dropping can seriously degrade 
the characteristics of these systems (Carlemalm et al., 2004). 
The problem of interference is encountered in various kinds of broadband telecommunica-
tions systems but the methods for interference suppression proposed so far can be broadly 
categorized into two approaches. The first concerns various frequency excision methods, 
whilst the second relates to so-called cancellation techniques. These techniques aim to 
eliminate or reduce interference in the received signal by the use of adaptive notch filtering-
based methods or NBI identification (Baccareli et al., 2002). 
This section deals with adaptive complex filtering as a noise-cancellation method associated with 
analytic signals and complex NBI suppression. An adaptive complex system is developed, based 
on the very low-sensitivity variable complex filters studied in section 3. The quality of adaptive 
filtering is influenced by two major factors – the efficiency and convergence of the adaptive 
algorithm, and the properties of the adaptive structure. Most research studies barely consider the 
details of adaptive filter realizations and their properties, although a lot has been done to 
improve the adaptive algorithms. The efficiency of adaptive complex filter sections and their 
beneficial properties considerably influence the adaptive process. 

 
4.2 Adaptive Complex Systems Design 
In Fig. 24 a block-diagram of an adaptive complex system is shown (Iliev et al., 2004).  
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Fig. 24. Block-diagram of a BP/BS adaptive complex filter section. 

 

The adaptive complex system design starts with a description of input-output equations. 
The BP/BS variable complex LS1b-based filter is considered and its BP real output is as 
follows: 
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The imaginary output is given by the following equation: 
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For the BS variable complex LS1b filter there is a real output: 
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and an imaginary output: 
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The cost-function is the power of BS filter output signal: 
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At this stage an adaptive algorithm should be applied and the Least Mean Squares (LMS) 
algorithm is chosen since it combines low computational complexity and relatively fast 
adaptation rate. The LMS algorithm updates the filter coefficient responsible for the central 
frequency as follows: 
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4. Adaptive Complex Systems 

4.1 Outline and Applications 
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4.2 Adaptive Complex Systems Design 
In Fig. 24 a block-diagram of an adaptive complex system is shown (Iliev et al., 2004).  
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Fig. 24. Block-diagram of a BP/BS adaptive complex filter section. 
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where  is the step-size controlling the speed of convergence, (*) denotes complex-conjugate, 
y(n) is a derivative of )()()( njynyny IR   with respect to the coefficient that is the subject 
of adaptation: 
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The adaptive process for the BP/BS variable complex second-order LS2-based filter can be 
similarly defined (Iliev et al., 2006). 
In order to ensure the stability of the adaptive algorithm, the range of the step size µ should 
be set according to (Douglas, 1999): 

 20 
N

P . (54) 

 
In this case N is the filter order, σ2 is the power of the signal y(n) and P is a constant which 
depends on the statistical characteristics of the input signal. In most practical situations P is 
approximately equal to 0.1. 

 
4.3 Adaptive Complex Filtering Investigations 
The good performance of low-sensitivity complex filters in finite word-length environments 
and their low coefficient sensitivities significantly improve the quality of the adaptive 
filtering process and this will be experimentally confirmed. The narrowband low-sensitivity 
adaptive complex filters are examined for elimination / enhancement of narrowband 
complex signals. By changing the transformation factor  , the central frequency c of the 
complex filter can be tuned over the entire frequency range adaptively. The accuracy of 
tuning is very high and it is possible to use coefficients with shorter word-length, thus 
decreasing the power consumption for both the adaptive filtering and the updating of the 
coefficients. The convergence of the adaptive algorithm for the developed low-sensitivity 
variable complex filters is investigated experimentally and the efficiency of the adaptation is 
demonstrated. 
The experiments are conducted in three basic set-ups. First, we test the convergence speed 
of the adaptive complex filter sections with respect to different values of step size . In 
Fig. 25 the learning curves of this adaptation are shown. The input signal is a mixture of 
white noise and complex (analytic) sinusoid with frequency f = 0.25. It can be observed that 
as the step-size increases a higher speed of adaptation is achieved. It obvious that the 
adaptive complex filter based on LS2 reaches steady state in the case of =0.005 after about 
100 iterations (Fig. 25b), which is considerably less than the number of iterations needed for 
the filter based on LS1b (approximately 2000, Fig. 25a). 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 25. Trajectories of the coefficient θ for different step size μ for the (a) LS1b-based;  
(b) LS2-based complex filter section. 
 
In Fig. 26 results for different filter BW are presented. It is clear that narrowing the filter BW 
slows the process of convergence. It should be mentioned that if some other (non low-
sensitivity) adaptive complex sections were to be used, the coefficient β could not take 
values smaller than -0.1 without destroying the magnitude shape. Thus a faster convergence 
of the adaptive filtering can be obtained because of the wider BW. Comparing LS1b and LS2 
realizations it can be concluded that, for the same BW, the LS2 filter converges 5 times faster. 
 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 26. Trajectories of the coefficient θ for different BW β for the (a) LS1b-based;  
(b) LS2-based complex filter section. 
 
Finally, Fig. 27 shows the behaviour of LS1b and LS2 filters for a wide range of frequencies. 
In all cases the low-sensitivity filter structures converge to the proper frequency value. 
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Fig. 27. Trajectories of the coefficient θ for different frequency f for the (a) LS1b-based;  
(b) LS2-based complex filter section. 

 
4.4 Adaptive Complex Filters Applications 
The first- and second-order low-sensitivity adaptive complex filter sections examined in this 
section are suitable for both independent use and as building blocks for the higher order 
cascade or parallel realizations needed in many telecommunications applications.  
Adaptive complex narrowband filtering is used for noise cancellation in an OFDM 
transmission scheme and shows that better SNR and bit-error rate (BER) performance can be 
achieved (Iliev et al., 2006). Another application of low-sensitivity narrowband adaptive 
complex filtering is NBI cancellation in MB-OFDM systems (Nikolova et al., 2006), multi-
inputs multi-outputs (MIMO) OFDM systems (Iliev et al., 2009), and DMT VDSL systems 
(Ovtcharov et al., 2009-a). An advantage of the proposed scheme is that the adaptive 
complex system is universal, realizing BP and BS outputs simultaneously. Besides being 
suppressed, the NBI can also be monitored and the adaptive complex system can be 
deactivated when the interference disappears or is reduced to an acceptable level. In (Iliev et 
al., 2010) a method is proposed for NBI suppression in MIMO MB-OFDM UWB communica-
tion systems, using adaptive complex narrowband filtering based on the LS1b variable 
complex section. A comparative study shows that the NBI method is an optimal solution 
that offers a trade-off between outstanding NBI suppression efficiency and computational 
complexity. Various problems with OFDM systems and their possible solutions are 
summarized in (Nikolova et al., 2009); adaptive complex filtering is one of the most efficient 
methods for noise suppression in these systems (Nikolova et al., 2010). Adaptive complex 
filtering is an accurate and robust approach for RFI suppression in UWB communication 
systems (Ovtcharov et al., 2009-b) and GDSL MIMO systems (Poulkov et al., 2009).  

 
5. Conclusions 

Complex coefficient digital filters are used in many DSP applications relating to complex 
signal representations. Orthogonal signals occur often in different telecommunications 
applications and can be effectively processed by a special class of complex filters, the so-
called orthogonal complex filters. A method for designing these filters is examined in this 
chapter and first- and second-order IIR orthogonal complex sections are synthesized. They 

 

can be used as filter sections for designing cascade structures and also as single filter 
structures. The derived orthogonal sections are canonic very low-sensitivity structures 
which permit the use of a very short coefficient word-length, leading to higher accuracy, 
lower power consumption and simple implementation.  
An improved method for designing variable complex filters is proposed. It is possible to use 
any classical or more general approximation, producing transfer function of any even order. 
The structures avoid delay-free loops and have a canonical number of elements. The 
variable complex filters designed with the improved method have central frequency and 
BW that are tuned independently and very accurately over a wide frequency range. Very 
narrowband BP/BS structures can be developed, such as the low-sensitivity LS1b and LS2 
variable complex sections. Compared to other often-used methods they show higher 
freedom of tuning, reduced complexity and lower stop-band sensitivity.  
A BP/BS adaptive complex system is developed based on the derived narrowband LS1b 
and LS2 variable complex filters, and the simple but efficient LMS adaptive algorithm. Both 
low-sensitivity adaptive complex sections are examined for suppression/enhancement of 
narrowband complex signals. They demonstrate excellent abilities and are appropriate to be 
applied in a number of telecommunications systems where the problem of eliminating 
complex noise, RFI or NBI exists.  
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